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We study self-interacting dark matter coupled to the Standard Model via the Higgs portal. We
consider a scenario where dark matter is a thermal relic with strong enough self interactions that
can alleviate the problems of collisionless dark matter. We study constraints from direct detection
searches, the LHC, and Big Bang nucleosynthesis. We show that the tension between these con-
straints and the need for sufficiently strong self-interactions with light mediators can be alleviated
by coupling the mediator to either active or sterile neutrinos. Future direct detection data offers
great potential and can be used to find evidence of a light mediator and verify that dark matter
scatters via long-range self-interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
There appears to be tension between the observations
and simulations of small-scale structure of Collisionless
Cold Dark Matter (CCDM). Observations of dwarf galax-
ies seem to confirm that the dark matter (DM) density
profile is not cuspy as one gets closer to the center of the
galaxy as is seen in simulations of CCDM [1], but rather
exhibit a flat core [2, 3]. In addition there is the so-
called “missing satellite” problem which is the fact that
numerical simulations predict many more dwarf galaxies
than what is currently observed in the Milky Way [4–6].
Furthermore there is the “too big to fail” problem [7]:
it seems that numerical simulations predict dense dwarf
galaxies which cannot host the brightest known dwarf
galaxies. Although one can claim that the the “missing
satellite” problem may be due to the Milky Way being a
statistical fluctuation [8–10], the “too big to fail” problem
due to unobserved dim dwarf galaxies and the cusp/core
problem due to baryonic-DM interactions [11–14], it is
possible that the explanation of all the above problems
is the existence of sizeable DM-DM interactions.
The idea that DM self-interactions may ameliorate
the aforementioned problems has been studied exten-
sively and in various contexts [15–34]. In partic-
ular, it was pointed out in [20] that DM interact-
ing with a light force carrier φ that satisfies roughly
(mX/10 GeV) (mφ/100 MeV)
2 ∼ 1 (where mφ is the
mass of the particle φ), can facilitate nicely the flat pro-
file at the core of dwarf galaxies for a range of Yukawa
strengths 10−5 < αX < 1, while evading constraints on
self-interactions coming from galactic and cluster scales.
Although such types of DM self-interactions can resolve
some of the problems associated with CCDM, one must
ensure that such self-interactions are not strong enough
to destroy the ellipticity of spiral galaxies or dissociate
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the subcluster of the bullet cluster [35]. Depending on
the scenario there can be additional strict constraints.
For example if φ couples to the Standard Model through
a Higgs portal [36–43], one should make sure that φ de-
cays before the start of the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN) (∼ 1 sec) so the decay products will not affect
BBN. This constraint sets a minimum interaction cou-
pling between the Standard Model and the dark sector
in order to facilitate the fast decay of φ before the BBN
era. However as was argued in [28], the requirement for
such a minimum coupling might be at odds with invis-
ible Higgs decay constraints imposed at LHC and with
constraints from direct search experiments like LUX [44],
since this minimum coupling will lead to a minimum DM-
nucleon cross section in underground detectors. In this
paper here we show how these problems can be avoided.
We will demonstrate that by coupling φ to neutrinos, we
can still have fast decays of φ in the early universe with-
out leading to violation of the experimental constraints
from invisible Higgs decays or direct DM searches. We
also provide and study a renormalizable theory where
such a model can be realized.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we
present the Higgs portal and the relevant constraints that
can affect the coupling between the dark sector and the
Standard Model. In section III we show how the con-
straints can be evaded if we couple our mediator to light
sterile neutrinos, or to active neutrinos. Finally we con-
clude in section IV.
II. HIGGS PORTAL PHENOMENOLOGY
A. The Higgs Portal Model
Consider a scenario in which the dark matter X inter-
acts with a light scalar such that the DM self-scattering
cross section is large on dwarf scales, yet small on cluster
scales. In general, this scalar φ will interact with the SM
Higgs through the scalar potential. In the case of a real
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2singlet scalar, we consider the effective Lagrangian:
L ⊃ yXφXX + aφ|H|2 + bφ2|H|2. (1)
where X is a Dirac fermion acting as DM, and H is the
SM Higgs doublet. While our essential results depend
only on the effective interactions in (1), it is useful to
have a simple model realization of these couplings. A
simple and concrete renormalizable Lagrangian, which
leads to the relevant terms of Eq. (1), is
L = LSM + LDM, (2)
where LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian, LDM is
the Lagrangian for a SM singlet real scalar field S and for
the dark matter candidate, a SM singlet Dirac fermion,
X, and their renormalizable interactions. Explicitly, see
e.g. [45],
LDM = 1
2
|∂µS|2 +Xiγµ∂µX + yXSXX − V (S,Σ),
V (S,Σ) = m2|Σ|2 + 1
2
m2SS
2 + λ|Σ|4 + 1
4
λSS
4
+
λSΣ
2
|Σ|2S2 + µ3
3
S3 + µ1|Σ|2S.
(3)
Where we have assumed that the DM mass arises solely
from the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of S. There
may exist other sources contributing to the mass of
X, and these can be taken into account by adding to
the fermion Lagrangian in Eq. (3) a bare mass term,
mX,bareX¯X. The Higgs field Σ is written in terms of
the electroweak VEV, vEW , and fluctuations as
Σ =
(
σ+
1√
2
(σ0 + iη0 + vEW)
)
, (4)
and the singlet as S = s+w. Note that we have included
the kinetic term of the Higgs field, the usual Higgs po-
tential and the Yukawa interactions with the SM matter
fields in LSM.
There are some basic constraints that the parameters
in the potential have to satisfy. First,the potential has
to be positive at large field values, implying that λ > 0
and λS > 0. The constraint for λSΣ turns out to be non-
trivial, λSΣ > −2
√
λλS , which implies that the coupling
λSΣ can be negative. We are assuming perturbativity in
all couplings. Due to the linear interaction ∼ S|Σ|2 it is
inevitable that w must be nonzero whenever vEW is. Of
course, we are only interested in the case where the global
minimum along the neutral Higgs and singlet directions
is at (vEW, w), and we assume that the parameters of
the potential are such that this is true. It is convenient
to use the minimization condition along S and neutral
component of the Higgs field to trade the parameters m2
and m2S with the vacuum expectation values vEW and
w. Furthermore, we assume that w  vEW and that the
dimensionful portal coupling µ1  vEW.
Under these assumptions, we expand the potential in
terms of the vacuum expectation values of the fields and
fluctuations around the global minimum (vEW, w). The
states appearing in Eq. (1) are related to the fields in
Eq. (3)
σ0 = cos θ h+ sin θ φ,
s = cos θ φ− sin θ h, (5)
and the physical masses are
m2φ = λSw
2 + wµ3 − µ1
2w
v2EW,
m2h = 2λv
2
EW + λSw
2
= 2λv2EW +m
2
φ − wµ3 +
µ1
2w
v2EW . (6)
The mixing angle is
sin θ ' vEWµ1
m2h
+ λSΣ
vEWw
m2h
, (7)
Finally, we find for the dimension three and four Higgs
portal couplings, i.e. the parameters a and b of Eq. (1),
a = µ1 + λSΣw + (6vEWλ− 2vEWλSΣ) sin θ. (8)
and b = λSΣ. Furthermore, due to mixing, the Yukawa
coupling between S and the dark matter fermion X now
induces a small coupling between the Higgs and the
fermion, δXhXX, where δX = −yX sin θ.
It is natural for the mass scales in the dark sector to
be comparable, µ1 ∼ µ3 ∼ w and much smaller than the
EW scale. Adopting this assumption, Eqs. (6) allow us
to express the Higgs self coupling in terms of the physical
masses:
λ =
m2h
2v2EW
− m
2
φ
2v2EW
− µ1
4w
= λSM −
(
m2φ
2v2EW
+
µ1yX
4 (mX −mX,bare) cos θ
)
(9)
In the last line we allow for the possibility that the
mass of X does not derive entirely from the VEV of φ
but may also include a bare mass contribution.
Finally imposing vacuum stability, λ > 0, we find that
the trilinear coupling µ1 must satisfy
µ1 <
4λSM cos θmX
yX
. (10)
We shall return to Eq. (10) after having examined the
constraints imposed by invisible Higgs limits.
B. Invisible Higgs Decay
The Higgs portal Lagrangian in Eq. (1) allows for the
Higgs to decay invisibly. This leads to two contributions
3to the invisible width of the Higgs Γ(h → inv) = Γ(h →
φφ) + Γ(h→ XX). These contributions are
Γ(h→ φφ) = b
2v2EW
8pimh
(
1− 4m
2
φ
m2h
)1/2
, (11)
Γ(h→ XX) = y
2
X sin
2 θmh
8pi
(
1− 4m
2
X
m2h
)3/2
. (12)
Since we will be interested in mediators with mass mφ 
mh, the process h→ φφ will always be permitted, though
h → XX is kinematically available only to DM masses
. 62.5 GeV.
To be consistent with the constraints from the LHC on
h→ inv we require that the branching be less than 26%
(this is the 95% CL limit from which allows for non-SM
values of h → γγ and gg ↔ h [46], though for direct
constraints see [47]). Taking the SM contribution to the
Higgs width to be Γh,SM = 4.1 MeV, we find that Higgs
decay into a pair of mediators constrains b . 7.1× 10−3,
when mφ  mh.
In addition the Higgs can also decay directly into a pair
of DM particles for mX < mh/2. Employing Eqs. (7) and
(12) we find
yX max (a,wλSΣ) .
0.9 GeV(
1− 4m2X
m2h
)3/4 (13)
Thus we see that when µ1 ' a, the constraint from
h → XX in Eq. (13) can be compared against the vac-
uum stability constraint in Eq. (10). From this compar-
ison we see that Higgs decay are more stringent than
vacuum stability for DM masses & 2 GeV. If indepen-
dent bounds for the Higgs self coupling could be derived
from e.g. LHC data, this would also provide interesting
further constraint on our model.
C. Thermal Relic Abundance of DM
Significant DM self-scattering implies that φ must be
light compared to X. This gives an automatic contribu-
tion to the annihilation cross section of X. The particle
φ is kept in equilibrium with the SM bath by processes
like φφ ↔ h∗ ↔ f¯f where f is a SM fermion, while
φφ ↔ X¯X keeps DM in equilibrium with φ. We find
that with the coupling b at the upper bound imposed by
the Higgs invisible width, the process φφ↔ µ+µ− is suf-
ficient to keep φ in equilibrium until DM freeze-out for
mX & 1 GeV. 1
1 Whether the dark matter sector enters thermal equilibrium in the
very early universe in this type of weakly coupled portal models
is also nontrivial, see [48].
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FIG. 1: Here we display the LUX [44] and SuperCDMS [56]
constraints on the mixing angle of the Higgs with the SIDM
mediator φ in the minimal model. In addition, we include
the constraints from the invisible width of the Higgs and the
BBN requirement that φ decay sufficiently early.
Thus the annihilation, XX → φφ will play the domi-
nant role in fixing the relic abundance of DM. This an-
nihilation process is p-wave suppressed
〈σXX→φφvrel〉 =
3y4X
128pim2X
v2 +O(v4), (14)
implying a strong suppression of indirect signals. The
correct thermal relic abundance for a Dirac fermion is
obtained for 〈σvrel〉 ' 4.5 × 10−26 cm3s−1 [49]. Un-
der the assumption that the two-φ channel completely
dominates, the correct relic abundance is achieved for
yX ' 0.43
√
mX/100 GeV.
2 More generally, for models
in which the DM carries a particle/antiparticle asym-
metry, the annihilation cross section is required to be
larger than what is required for the symmetric case. The
requisite annihilation cross section in this case depends
on the asymmetry and has been calculated in [53] (see
also [54, 55]).
2 At large DM masses, the annihilation cross section is
Sommerfeld-enhanced, lowering the required value of the cou-
pling for the relic abundance [26, 50–52]. We take this into ac-
count in our figures.
4D. Direct Detection Constraints
The mass mixing of the singlet scalar φ with the SM
Higgs induces t-channel scattering of nuclei, which can be
probed at direct detection. In the Higgs-portal model,
the scattering is isospin-conserving and the differential
scattering cross section is
dσXN
dER
' y
2
XmNf
2
NA
2(
m2φ + q
2
)2 m2pv2EW sin
2 θ
2piv2
(15)
where we have assumed cos θ ' 1 and mφ  mh, and
adopted fN ' 0.345 [57].
We can combine the thermal relic requirement Eq.(14)
with the direct detection constraints from LUX [44] and
the recent SuperCDMS [56] data to constrain the φ-h
mixing angle sin θ for a given choice of mφ. This con-
straint is illustrated in Fig. 1, where we have chosen two
representative values of the mediator mass mφ = 1 and
100 MeV. From the standpoint of direct detection, drop-
ping the mediator mass below 1 MeV does not appre-
ciably impact the limit in Fig. 1 because a mediator of
this mass is effectively massless for practical purposes at
LUX. Increasing the mediator mass beyond 100 MeV on
the other hand, has the effect of reducing the direct de-
tection constraints, while simultaneously suppressing the
SIDM cross section below the values of interest for dwarf
galaxies, see e.g. [26].
However, let us return to the momentum dependence
introduced to the cross section when the mediator is light
compared the momentum transfer, mφ . q =
√
2mNER.
It is known that this introduces novel features in the re-
coil spectrum [58–60]. In addition, it has been recently
shown these feature cannot be mimicked by DM astro-
physics [61]. Moreover, in [61] it was proposed that future
ton-scale experiments can provide an “astrophysics-free”
determination of DM momentum-dependence include a
strong upper bound on the mediator mass.
E. Tension with BBN Constraints in the Minimal
Model
In contrast with the aforementioned constraints where
only upper limits are derived, the cosmology of the me-
diator φ requires that the mixing angle be greater than
a critical value. Under the assumption that the φ popu-
lation is not vastly colder than the visible sector, a sub-
stantial number density of φ’s is thermally produced. To
avoid over closure, this therefore requires that φ be un-
stable and decay.
Since self-interactions are most interesting for media-
tor masses in the 1-100 MeV range, the dominant decay
is through the Higgs portal to γγ and e+e−. However
the injection of sizeable energy densities into the visible
sector thermal bath after the production of the light ele-
ments can spoil the success of BBN. Although the specific
BBN constraint depends on the dark sector temperature
and the mediator mass, the authors of [28] argue that
simply requiring a φ lifetime . 1 s is sufficient to evade
strong BBN constraints.
The decay of φ proceeds into SM fermions with the
rate, Γφ =
sin2 θy2fmφ
8pi , where yf is the Yukawa coupling
of the SM fermion f . Significant self-scattering at dwarf
scales requires mediator masses .100 MeV [26], imply-
ing that the mediator decays dominantly to electrons,
φ → e+e−. Thus requiring Γ−1φ < 1 s in order to satisfy
BBN constraints, implies sin θ & 10−5. This lower bound
leads to significant tension with the constraints from di-
rect detection. One can see from Fig. 1 that this solu-
tion to the BBN problem require that the mass of DM
is mX . 4 GeV. Future low-threshold direct detection
searches and improvements on the invisible Higgs width
will further constrain this window at low DM masses.
In the following section we explore an alternative so-
lution to the BBN problem that allows for a much wider
range of DM masses.
III. COUPLING φ TO NEUTRINOS
A simple way for φ to decay sufficiently early in order
to satisfy BBN constraints is to introduce a new coupling
to neutrinos. This can proceed in one of two ways: (1)
φ decays to a sufficiently light right-handed sterile neu-
trino via φN cN , or (2) φ decays directly to SM neutri-
nos through the higher dimensional operator φ(LH)LH.
This latter possibility is natural in models where φ cou-
ples to heavy sterile neutrinos which are then integrated
out. Let us examine each possibility in turn.
A. Light Sterile Neutrinos
The former case is especially interesting given the
present hints for ∼ eV sterile neutrinos [62–64]. Now
with a real scalar φ interacting with sterile neutrino N
through yNφN
cN , we find that for φ to decay before
BBN (τφ < 1s), we require
yN & 6× 10−12
(
100 MeV
mφ
)1/2
, (16)
using Γφ =
y2Nmφ
8pi .
Moreover an interaction strength yN ∼ O(0.1) has
been advocated3 as a way of suppressing the standard
active-to-sterile oscillation production process, easing the
cosmological constraints from Neff [65]. In addition, the
authors of [66–68] have argued that sizeable DM-neutrino
3 Although ref.[65] considered vector interactions, we expect the
contribution from a scalar to be qualitatitively similar.
5couplings could help relieve some of the small-scale struc-
ture problems of DM. Though we note that scalar me-
diators cannot be used to induce late kinetic decoupling
since the DM-neutrino scattering cross section scales as
m2ν . The lifetime of eV-scale steriles with O(1) mixing
angles is vastly larger than the age of the Universe. Thus
together with the well-satisfied Neff constraints on their
abundance, we conclude that coupling φ to eV-scale neu-
trinos provides a satisfactory solution to the otherwise
problematic decay of φ.
For heavier sterile masses, we minimally need the ster-
ile mass to be less than half the φ mass. We must verify
that these steriles decay prior to BBN. The decay to 3
active neutrinos dominates over the entire mass range of
interest with a rate Γ3ν ' G
2
Fm
5
N
192pi3 sin
2 Θ, where sin Θ is
the sterile-active mixing angle. For this decay to proceed
at pre-BBN times we need
sin Θ & 8.5× 10−4
(
100 MeV
mN
)5/2
, (17)
which satisfies the experimental constraints on sterile
neutrinos with 3-100 MeV masses [69].
B. Active Neutrinos
Next, let us consider the coupling of φ to the active
neutrinos. A simple way the coupling could arise is from
φ coupling to some heavy sterile neutrinos which are then
integrated out. If these steriles neutrinos are not too
heavy, they can be probed at colliders through the unique
decays they produce [70–72]. At low-energy scales the
effects of the heavy sterile are encoded in the effective
operator, φ (LH)
2
/Λ2. Then in this case, if we want φ
to decay prior to BBN (τφ < 1s), we need
Λ . 2× 1011 GeV
√
mφ
100 MeV
. (18)
Such a low scale is may appear somewhat undesirable
from the point of view of most UV completions which
would also generate the Weinberg operator y(LH)LH/Λ,
which upon EW symmetry breaking endows neutrinos
with mass, yv2EW /Λ ∼ y × 100 eV. Thus we require a
rather small value for y ∼ 10−4 in order to reproduce the
mass splittings for solar/atmospheric data. This small
value of y may be suggestive of a symmetry reason pro-
tecting it. Such models are in contrast with seesaw type
models, where instead of tying the smallness of the neu-
trino masses to large Majorana masses, neutrino masses
are naturally small by linking their masses to the small
breaking of global lepton number [73–76].
In conclusion, we have seen that the BBN constraints
can be successfully evaded by simply coupling φ to neu-
trinos for a wide range of neutrino masses and proper-
ties. This divorces the BBN constraints from the Higgs-φ
mixing allowing us to consider a more general parame-
ter space than [28]. Notice that coupling φ to neutrinos
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FIG. 2: Here we illustrate the approximate region of inter-
est for addressing the small-scale structure problems of dwarf
galaxies, using the results of [26]. The Yukawa coupling yX is
fixed by the symmetric thermal relic requirement. The LUX
constraints for a fixed choice of the φ-Higgs mixing angle ex-
clude the parameter space below the dashed black curves. As
can be seen from Fig. 1 however, sub-10−8 mixing angles are
not yet constrained by direct detection.
opens another new contribution to the invisible width of
the Higgs. However we find that both yN and sin θ need
to be O(1) in order for this constraint to become relevant.
IV. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS
Here we have explored a simple way of reducing the
tension between successful BBN and direct detection in
Higgs portal DM by introducing a new decay channel for
φ so that it may decay before BBN. Another alternative
to reducing the tension between BBN and direct detec-
tion is to allow for the possibility of a small Majorana
mass for the DM, Y 〈φ〉(XX + X¯X¯) (see e.g. [77, 78]).
Then with Y 〈φ〉 = O(100 keV) direct detection con-
straints can be considerably relaxed or removed alto-
gether when the mass splitting is so large that no DM
in the halo has sufficient kinetic energy to inelastically
scatter.
Light mediators can also be probed at low-
energy, high-luminosity experiments such as Belle and
BaBar [79–82]. Note however that the BaBar mono-
photon searches [82] are not constraining here since the
production of φ at an e+e− collider is strongly suppressed
by the electron Yukawa coupling. Moreover, constraints
from the invisible width of the upsilon, which require
6BR (Υ(1S)→ “invisible”) < 3 × 10−4, impose the mild
constraint y2N sin
2 θ . 0.81 (assuming mφ  mΥ).
Outside of the resonant regime near ∼ 10-100
MeV [28], the parameter space relevant for SIDM can
be broken into two qualitatively distinct regimes: one
at heavy DM mass where self-scattering proceeds mostly
in the classical non-perturbative regime, and and a light
DM regime where the scattering proceeds mostly in the
perturbative Born regime [26]. In the light DM regime,
future probes include invisible and visible Higgs decays
proceeding from h → X¯X and h → φφ. Portions of the
parameter space may be probed additionally at direct
detection, mX & 4 GeV.
In the heavy DM regime, the requirement of SIDM
imposes the need for rather light mediators. For this to
be consistent with direct detection constraints, we require
small mixing angles, sin θ . 10−8. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2. However, notice that we want very small mixing
angles, but also need the parameter b in Eq. (1) to be
& 10−3 in order for φ to stay in thermal equilibrium
with the bath through the freeze-out of X. We see from
Eq.(7) that we then need the fine-tuning, µ1 ' −bw.
This allows for both small mixing angles while taking
the parameter b relatively large. This tuning becoming
much less severe going to lower DM masses, where the
mixing angle is allowed to be larger (see e.g. Fig 1).
However the large DM and low mediator masses in
this regime offer the novel possibility of detecting a sig-
nal of the presence of a light mediator [61]. When the
mediator mass mφ is light compared to the momentum
transfer q, the non-trivial momentum dependence of the
scattering in direct detection can lead to distinctive recoil
spectra [58–60]. If two or more direct detection experi-
ments with disparate targets observe a signal, the com-
bined data may yield an astrophysics-free indication of
the existence of a light mediator [61]. Regions of the pa-
rameter space with this sensitivity will have low mixing
angle, sin θ < 10−7.
We have seen that phenomenology of self-interacting
DM through the Higgs portal is quite rich. In this
model a new singlet scalar provides DM with a velocity-
dependent self-scattering cross section, which can
well-satisfy the desire to have large self-interactions
at dwarf scales while satisfying the constraints from
cluster scales. In the minimal setup where the scalar
only interacts with DM and the SM Higgs there is
considerable tension with the combination of BBN and
direct detection constraints. We focused on a simple
solution to evading the BBN bounds, which is to endow
the singlet scalar with interactions with sterile neutrinos.
This has the welcome benefit of allowing the scalar to
decay well-before the BBN epoch, thereby divorcing
BBN constraints from the parameters relevant for direct
detection. We stress that future probes of the model
will come from both low-threshold and larger-exposure
direct detection, improved limits on the invisible decay
width of the Higgs. More model-dependent signatures
include absorption features in the high-energy neutrino
spectrum at IceCube and other probes of neutrino
self-interactions [83, 84].
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